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Abstract

This paper presents a text word extraction algorithm that
takes a set of bounding boxes of glyphs and their associated
text lines of a given document and partitions the glyphs into
a set of text words, using only the geometric information of
the input glyphs. The algorithm is probability based. An it-
erative, relaxation-like method is used to find the partition-
ing solution that maximizes the joint probability. To evalu-
ate the performance of our text word extraction algorithm,
we used a 3-fold validation method and developed a quanti-
tative performance measure. The algorithm was evaluated
on the UW-III database of some 1600 scanned document
image pages. An area-overlap measure was used to find
the correspondence between the detected entities and the
ground-truth. For a total of 827; 433 ground truth words,
the algorithm identified and segmented 806; 149 words cor-
rectly, an accuracy of 97:43%.

1. Introduction

A document structure analysis system converts a scanned
document page or a document encoded by a Page Descrip-
tion Language (PDL), such as PostScript and Portable Doc-
ument Format (PDF), into a well partitioned hierarchical
representation that reliably identifies the basic document
components – text words, text lines, and text blocks. Thus,
extracting words (word segmentation) from a scanned doc-
ument page or a PDF is an important and basic step in docu-
ment structure analysis and understanding systems, but the
task is not trivial. Incorrect word segmentation could lead
to OCR errors and could also lead to errors in information
retrieval and in understanding of the input document. This
paper presents a text word extraction algorithm that takes
a set of bounding boxes of glyphs and their associated text
lines of a given document and partitions the glyphs into a
set of text words, using only the geometric information of

the input glyphs.

There are many document layout analysis algorithms
in the literature; however, only several word segmentation
methods can be found. Baird et al.’s word segmentation
method [3] assumed that the distribution of the inter-symbol
distances parallel to the text-line orientation is bimodal and
segmented the words by finding an appropriate threshold.
No performance evaluation of their text word segmentation
was reported. Chen et al.’s method ([2]) used the recur-
sive morphological closing transform to segment the words.
He reported a 95% accuracy using hundreds of test images.
Bapst et al.([1]) used typographic information to improve
the existing word segmentation method and has shown good
result. However, no quantitative performance evaluation
was reported in this paper.

Our algorithm takes a set of glyph bounding boxes and
their associated text lines of a given document. It partitions
the glyphs into a set of text words. We adopt an engineer-
ing approach to systematically characterizing the text word
based on a large document image database, and use the sta-
tistical methods developed in [4] to extract the text words
from the image. All the probabilities are estimated from
an extensive training set of various kinds of measurements
among the glyphs and among the text words in the training
data set. The off-line probabilities estimated in the train-
ing then drive all decisions in the on-line text word extrac-
tion. An iterative, relaxation-like method is used to find the
partitioning solution that maximizes the joint probability.
The algorithm was tested on 1600 document pages within
the UW III document database. The evaluation result is re-
ported in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present the abstract problem formulation. In
Section 3, we describe the detail of our word segmentation
algorithm. Our experimental protocol and results are given
in Section 4. Our conclusions and statements of future work
are discussed in Section 5.
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2. The Word Segmentation Problem Statement

Given a set of bounding boxes of glyphs and their asso-
ciated text lines, the word segmentation problem is to parti-
tion the input glyphs into a set of text words that maximizes
the probability of glyphs to word assignment.

Let A be the set of input glyphs. Let � be a partition
of A where each element of the partition is a word. Let
L be a set of labels. The function f : � ! L associates
each element of � with a label. V : }(�) ! � speci-
fies the measurement made on the subset of �, where � is
the measurement space. Let A = (A1; A2; � � � ; AM ) be
a linearly ordered set (chain in A) of input entities. Let
R = fY;Ng be the set of grouping labels. Let AP de-
note a set of element pairs, such that Ap � A � A and
Ap = f(Ai; Aj)jAi; Aj 2 A and j = i+ 1g: The function
r : Ap ! R; associates each pair of adjacent elements of A
with a grouping label, and r(i) = r(Ai; Ai+1).

The consistent partition and labeling problem can be for-
mulated as follows( [4]): Given an initial set A, find a par-
tition � of A, and a labeling function f : � ! L, that
maximizes the probability:

P (V (�) : � 2 �; f;�jA)

= P (V (�) : � 2 �jA;�; f)P (�; f jA)

= P (V (�) : � 2 �jA;�; f)P (f j�;A)P (�jA)

(1)

We make an assumption of conditional independence:
when the label f(�) is known, no knowledge of other la-
bels will alter the probability of V (�). We use P (�jA) =
P (rjA) and let N be the number of elements in A. We can
decompose the probability (1) as follows:

P (V (�) : � 2 �; f;�jA)

=
Y

�2�

P (V (�)jf(�))P (f j�;A)�

N�1Y

i=1

P (r(i)jAi; Ai+1)
(2)

The search space for the above equation is 2N�1, where
N is the number of input glyphs. Fortunately, the glyphs
within words follows a particular sequential order, Thus,
with the ordering constraint, the partitioning problem can
be done iteratively. The next section describes an iterative
search method of order O(N) that finds the consistent par-
tition labeling by monotonically maximizing the joint prob-
ability in equation (2).

3. Text Word Segmentation Algorithm

An iterative searching method can find the consistent
partition and labeling that maximizes the joint probability
(2). First, the grouping probability P (r(i)jAi; Ai+1) be-
tween each pair of adjacent input entities is computed by

observing the spatial relationship between the two input en-
tities. An initial partition is determined based on the group-
ing probabilities. Then, we adjust the partition and assign
labels to the members of the partition by optimizing the
joint probability. At each iteration, the adjustment that pro-
duces the maximum improvement of the joint probability is
selected. The iteration stops when there is no improvement
on the joint probability.

The overview of our word segmentation algorithm is
shown in Figure 1. The detailed description of the consis-
tent partition and labeling algorithm can be found at [4]. We
describe how we compute the three conditional probabilities
in (2) in the subsections below.

Glyph sequence within line
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Figure 1. Overview of the word segmentation
algorithm

3.1. Initial Grouping Probability

Without loss of generality, we assume that the reading
direction of the text words in the given line is left-right. The
text word segmentation algorithm starts with a set of the
bounding boxes of the text glyphs within the given text line.

We first construct the reading order of the input glyphs.
For each pair of adjacent glyphs within the same text line,
gi and gi+1, we compute the probability that they are within
the same text word:

P (rjgi; gi+1) = P (SameWord(gi; gi+1)jgi; gi+1)

For each pair of horizontally adjacent glyphs gi and gi+1,
the glyph is represented by a bounding box (x; y;w; h).
Given the line l, where the line is represented by a bounding
box (xl; yl; wl; hl), we make the following measurements:

� inter-glyph distance: d(i; i+ 1) = xi+1 � xi �wi

� left-top offset: elt = yi � yl

� left-bottom offset: elb = yi + hi � yl
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� right-top offset: ert = yi+1 � yl

� right-bottom offset: erb = yi+1 + hi+1 � yl

The inter-glyph distance d(i; i+ 1) is normalized by the
threshold, threotsu, which is calculated from the distance
set for the given line using Otsu’s algorithm( [5]).

di =
d(i; i+ 1)

threotsu

The other four measurements are all normalized by the
given line height.

lti =
elt

hl
; lbi =

elb

hl
; rti =

ert

hl
; rbi =

erb

hl

Given the above measurements, we compute the proba-
bility that gi and gi+1 belong to the same word,

P (SameWord(i; i + 1)jdi; lti; lbi; rti; rbi)

3.2. Labeling Checking Probability

Given the initial word segmentation result, we have two
sets of different types of horizontal distance. Let Diw be
the set of distances between the horizontally adjacent words
and Dig be the set of distances between the horizontally
adjacent glyphs which belong to the same word. We have:

Diw = fdiw(i; i+ 1)jwi; wi+1are horizontallyadjacent wordsg

Dig(j) = fdig(i; i+ 1)jgi; gi+1are horizontally adjacent glyphs

and belong to the same word j g

A text word usually has homogeneous inter-glyph dis-
tance and the inter-word distance is usually larger than the
maximum inter-glyph distance of its adjacent words. Given
one detected word W , we compute the conditional proba-
bility that W has homogeneous inter-glyph distance and ap-
propriate inter-word distance. Assuming their conditional
independence, we have

P (V (W )jTextWord(W ))

= P (V (W )jIntG(W ); IntW (W ))

= P (V1(W )jIntG(W ))P (V2(W )jIntW (W ))

Assuming that W is the jth segmented text word and it
has m glyphs, we can estimate the conditional probability
of it having homogeneous inter-glyph distance by:

P (V1(W )jIntG(W )) =

P (

m�1X

i=1

(jdig(i; i+ 1)�Median(Dig(j))j)jIntG(W ))

In a line, one inter-word distance should be larger
than the maximum inter-glyph distance in its two adjacent
words. Assuming that W is not the last glyph in the given

line, we can estimate the conditional probability on its fol-
lowing inter-word distance by:

P (V2(W )jIntW (W )) =

P (diw(j; j + 1)�Max(Dig(j) [Dig(j + 1))jIntW (W ))

3.3. Context Checking Probability

Given a line and its segmented words, we can expect
the minimum inter-word distance should be larger than the
maximum inter-glyph distance. Let G be the set of the
glyphs in the given line, W be the set of the segmented
words. Assuming that there are S words in the line, we
can do the context checking by computing:

P (TextWordjW ;G) =P (Min(Diw)�Max(
S[

j=1

Dig(j))jW ;G)

4. Experimental Result

We use discrete contingency tables to represent the joint
and conditional probabilities used in the algorithm. A tree
structure quantization is used to partition the value of each
variable into bins. At each node of the tree, we search
through all possible threshold candidates on each variable,
and select the one that gives minimum value of entropy
of the resulting distribution. The total number of termi-
nal nodes, which is equivalent to the total number of cells,
is predetermined. For each joint or conditional probabil-
ity distribution, a cell count is computed from the ground-
truthed document images in the UW-III Document Image
Database( [6]). The cell count is simply the number of units
in the sample whose quantized measurement vector falls in
the given cell. The joint probability can be computed di-
rectly from the cell count. For the performance evaluation,
we use an area-overlap measure to find the correspondence
between the detected entities and the ground-truth( [2]). We
applied our word segmentation algorithm to the total of
1600 images from the UW-III Document Image Database
using the cross validation method. Of 827; 433 ground truth
words , the numbers and percentages of miss, false, correct,
splitting, merging and spurious detections are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Figure 2 shows one example page of the segmented
word entities.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a statistical-based word segmen-
tation algorithm based on the methods developed in [4].
The algorithm uses only the geometric information of the
bounding boxes input glyphs. The algorithm was tested on
the 1600 pages within UW-III Document Image Database
and achieved a 97:43% accuracy rate. Figure 3 give a few
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Table 1. Performance of the statistical-based word segmentation algorithm.
Total Correct Splitting Merging Mis-False Spurious

Ground Truth 827433 806149 7602 12193 630 859
(97.43%) (0.92%) (1.47%) (0.08%) (0.10%)

Detected 834048 806149 21715 4911 367 906
(96.65%) (2.60%) (0.59%) (0.04%) (0.11%)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Illustrates examples that the word segmentation algorithm failed.

examples at which our algorithm failed. Our algorithm finds
the global optimization by searching for the local optimiza-
tion. When they do not match, glyphs may be segment as
word individually, as shown in Figure 3(a). Our current con-
text checking favors large inter-word distance, which gives
us the kind of error shown in Figure 3(b). Other errors are
due to the Italic fonts( Figure 3(c)) and the thin charac-
ters(Figure 3(d)). So our future work will include using a
polygon instead of a rectangle as the entity enclosing box,
doing the context checking in a larger region, and dealing
with the small width characters and the various inter-word
distances within one line.
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Figure 2. Example of the word segmentation
result
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